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GameFi short video platform
Watch. Play. Earn



GameFi

short video

platform

Cheelee is a short video platform with GameFi 

mechanics, where users can earn by watching the feed

In 3 years we have created the short video platform that can compete with TikTok in terms of quality. Cheelee can 

blow up the social media market thanks to GameFi mechanics

Cheelee is technically sophisticated product, developed by the 
team of professionals 

In all popular social networks, it is bloggers who make 

money off you. In Cheelee you earn off bloggers 


by watching their content

Our mission 
monetize

is to provide everyone the opportunity

to  their time on social media

4.6

billions

Social networks 

audience in the world

2.5

hours

average user spends


daily on social networks

https://www.statista.com/statistics/433871/daily-social-media-usage-worldwide/


 — How to earn with Cheelee?

 — Watch cool content.

That’s it.Really! 

How it works

01 02 03Sign up and get

free NFT glasses

Watch the feed

and get boxes with  
LEE tokens 

Buy NFT glasses 
and get LEE tokens 
while watching

the feed



04Upgrade NFT glasses

Radar module —

increases the chance of getting 

a box drop with bonuses while 

watching the feed

Lenses module — 
increases the speed of earning 

LEE tokens

Battery module —

slows down the rate of Power 

discharge while watching the 

feed

Frame module —

increases the lifetime of NFT 

glasses. The higher this 

parameter is, the longer you can 

use NFT glasses

Memory module — 
increase the speed of earning 

CHEEL tokens 



05You can increase the Attention

by buying additional NFT glasses 

1 Attention = 5 minutes of rewarded

feed watching 



Watch the videos 
and get boxes

If you are lucky, you might be dropped NFT instruction required for the NFT glasses mint, 
or another Gems

While watching the feed, you can get boxes with NFT

and LEE tokens with a certain probability

Want more boxes?

Boost Radar module of your NFT glasses

Diamond


increases  

module value

Lenses

Graphene


module value

increases Battery




Antenna


increases  

module value

Radar

SD-card


module value

increases Memory


Kevlar


module value

increases Frame




Tokenomics

Tokensale

CHEEL — governance token

Total Supply — 1,000,000,000

It allows you to level up your NFT 

glasses

LEE — utility token

Total Supply — 7,000,000,000

All in-app transactions are carried out with this 

internal token of limited emission 

$3,750,000
total USD raised 


in the Seed round

$0.8 
listing price

Token allocation  CHEEL % $ Price ($) TGE (%)
Lock-up 

(months)
Vesting

Strategic round 1 2,000,000 0.2 1,600,000 0.8 0 24
18 

5.55% 

months


monthly

Strategic round 2 1,500,000 0.15 1,500,000 1 0 24
18 

5.55% 

months


monthly

Private round 500,000 0.05 650,000 1.3 0 12
18 

5.55% 

months


monthly

Total 4,000,000 0.4% 3,750,000



Whitepaper Extended Roadmap Tokenomics

Website Discord Telegram TG Chat Twitter Facebook Instagram Medium

Roadmap

Social media

Documents

Q1 Q2 Q3

Q4

Q1

Q3

Q2

Q2

Q3

Q1

Q4

Q4

Donations,


live broadcasts, 

lutboxes,


advertising cabinet

NUTSon

Cheelee Nutson/Cheelee

NUTSon NUTSon NUTSon

NUTSonNUTSon

Application release


and token listing, Web 

marketplace release

NFT for fiat purchasing 

(P2P and direct), 

responses


to comments,


Gems and sockets

Smart contracts deploy, 

NFT glasses


and GameFi mechanics

Internationalization


of the application,


in-app advertising

Video feed, user profile
Processing


connection

New challenge mechanics 

implementation

Challenges page,


own analytical layer

Music library, 


activity feed

Video editor functionality 

expanding, improving


the quality of the video


in the feed

NFT avatars,


start of the metaverse 

development

2021

2022

2023
Cheelee Cheelee Cheelee Cheelee

https://cheelee.io/pdf/WP_eng.pdf?v=1680768753457
https://cheelee.io/pdf/Roadmap_eng.pdf
https://cheelee.io/pdf/Tokenomics_eng.pdf
https://cheelee.io/
https://discord.com/invite/cheelee
https://t.me/Cheelee_EN
https://t.me/CheeleeCommunity_EN
https://twitter.com/Cheelee_Tweet
https://www.facebook.com/groups/cheelee
https://www.instagram.com/cheelee.global/
https://medium.com/cheelee-cheel
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